
W [-iRKSHUP PUT LINE FOI; SCHUuLS:  BCC

T I N E : 2 Hours

1. Introduction; - the facilitators

- the reasons for the workshop

- the workshop programme and timetable

The participants to break into pairs. Each person introduces her/himselffc 

to the other and answers the question, 'UJhat is your impression of the 

S A D F ? 1 . Then each pair joins with another pair, introdu-ce one another arri 

as a group discusses the question; 'In what ways have you had an experience 

of the SADF?*

2. In plenary session the f a c ilitator jots down their responses on a sheet of 

newsprint as people call them out.

3. Slide-tape show; after the showing the participants break into small groups 

and discuss the questions:

- What struck you most about the slide-tape show?

- bJhat does this say about the role of the SADF in our society?

4. With no report back we move into a short input session covering the 

following areas: (the person giving the input must draw as much as possible 

on the participants feedback that is up on the newsprint)

- the dynamic model, the process of control in any given society, the use 

of the repressive functions of state as a last resort( p o l i c e , courts, 

army). Link with the various controls in society eg. bantu education, 

media etc

- using a handout expain how the SADF has grown in response to the petnle's 

struggle also indicating historically how the army has been used to 

internally to crush popular struggle

- general analysis using diagrams of total strategy, bloodless coup (role 

of military in political process, state security council, cabinet 

committees etc), tricameral system, political participation and the 

possible extension of conscription, etc

- the input must be brief, not too complicated, and presented as visually 

as possible, linking the input as much as possible to their experience.

5. Conclusion:

- What more can be done; give a brief overview of the opposition to 

conscription including the C O ’s and leading up to a brief historical and 

contemporary description of ECC.

- Get suggestions from the floor as to what more can be done amongst the 

participants themselves.
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